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WHAT IS THE BOOK ABOUT?
This book deals with brands—why they are important, what they represent to consumers, and what firms should do to manage them properly. As many business executives now recognize, perhaps one of the most valuable assets a firm has are the brands it has invested in and developed over time. Although brands may represent invaluable intangible assets, creating and nurturing a strong brand poses considerable challenges.

The chief purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of the subjects of brands, brand equity, and strategic brand management—the design and implementation of marketing programs and activities to build, measure, and manage brand equity. One of the book’s important goals is to provide managers with concepts and techniques to improve the long-term profitability of their brand strategies. We incorporate current thinking and developments on these topics from both academics and industry participants, and combine a comprehensive theoretical foundation with enough practical insights to assist managers in their day-to-day and long-term brand decisions. And we draw on illustrative examples and case studies of brands marketed in the United States and all over the world.

We address three important questions:
1. How can we create brand equity?
2. How can we measure brand equity?
3. How can we sustain brand equity to expand business opportunities?

What’s Different about This Book?
Although a number of excellent books have been written about brands, no book has really maximized breadth, depth and relevance to the greatest possible extent. We developed a framework that provides a definition of brand equity, identified sources and outcomes of brand equity, and provided tactical guidelines about how to build, measure, and manage brand equity. The framework approaches branding from the perspective of the consumer; it is called customer-based brand equity.

Who Should Read the Book?
A wide range of people can benefit from reading this book:
• Students interested in increasing both their understanding of basic branding principles and their exposure to classic and contemporary branding applications and case studies
• Managers and analysts concerned with the effects of their day-to-day marketing decisions on brand performance
• Senior executives concerned with the longer-term prosperity of their brand franchises and product or service portfolios
• All marketers interested in new ideas with implications for marketing strategies and tactics

The perspective we adopt is relevant to any type of organization (public or private, large or small), and the examples cover a wide range of industries and geographies.

NEW TO THIS EDITION
As we all know, the world of marketing is undergoing a radical transformation. The growth of digital and mobile technologies has given consumers the ability to connect with each other at warped speed and on a scale that has never been witnessed before. The access to information in today’s world is unparalleled, and brand marketers are using a plethora of new digital channels to connect with consumers, creating exciting new opportunities along with daunting new challenges for brands.
NEW: A Greater Focus on Digital Branding

Against this backdrop, the new edition has taken a fresh look at branding paradigms and practices through a digital lens, while retaining aspects of traditional brand management that continue to be important and relevant. We have achieved this both by updating existing material and adding new examples with a view toward incorporating the latest developments. More important, a whole new Chapter 7 titled “Branding in the Digital Era” has been written. This chapter provides an overview of the key changes that have transformed the world of branding, has integrated a variety of new case studies to highlight these changes, and has proposed a novel way of assessing impact of brands on consumers using the metric of brand engagement. This chapter also provides a comprehensive overview of the major digital channels, and discusses their pros and cons.

NEW Examples and Boxes in Chapters 1–16

We also highlight the many changes to the brand management function and have incorporated updated content throughout all the chapters, adding new material on important examples or topics about brands as listed in the following section:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Brand and/or Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1: Brands and Brand Management | **New Examples:** Adobe, Airbnb, Lady Gaga, LaCroix  
**New Brand Focus:** Unlocking the Secrets of Digital Native Brands |
| 2: Customer-Based Brand Equity and Brand Positioning | **New Example:** Annie’s Homegrown, Netflix |
| 3: Brand Resonance and Brand Value Chain | **New Branding Brief:** How Digital-Platform-Based Brands Create Customer Engagement |
| 4: Choosing Brand Elements to Build Brand Equity | **New Examples:** JetBlue, Method, StarKist’s Charlie  
**New Branding Briefs:** Do-Overs with Brand Makeovers; The Battle over Trademarks |
| 5: Designing Marketing Programs to Build Brand Equity | **New Example:** Yeti Is the Cooler Brand  
**New Branding Brief:** Chew on This: Milk Bone Brushing Chews Connected with Customers  
**New Science of Branding:** Research on Omnichannel |
| 6: Integrating Marketing Communications to Build Brand Equity | **New Examples:** Tide, Grey Goose |
| 7: Branding in the Digital Era (NEW!) | **New Examples:** Pepsi’s Ad Misfire, Tough Mudder, John Deere – Furrow Magazine  
**New Branding Briefs:** Campaigning Using Clicks with Google AdWords; Igniting a Digital Firestorm, On Being Social in China; Shaving the Price of Razors; The Phenomenal Rise of Amazon; Turning Flight Delays into Marketing Opportunities  
**New Science of Branding:** Is Co-Creation of Products and Brands Always Good; Drivers of Brand Engagement  
**New Brand Focus:** Understanding How Online Word-of-Mouth Influences Brands and Brand Management |
| 8: Leveraging Secondary Brand Associations to Build Brand Equity | **New Example:** Grey Goose  
**New Branding Brief:** Rachael Ray’s Nutrish |
In addition, we have updated nearly all the existing cases, removed outdated cases, and have provided new insights and information where applicable. Our focus on new digitally focused brands, as well as brands that have undergone major transformations, has allowed us to provide in-depth timelines on innovative brands and companies including Amazon, Google, Apple, Mountain Dew, Harley Davidson, and Burberry. These timelines will help the reader trace key developments in the history of these brands.

**NEW Topics in Branding**

The book also attempts to provide some insights into new topics relating to branding. Examples of new topics include:

- Attribution modeling
- Social listening
- Netnography as a research technique
- Influencer marketing
- Online brand engagement
- New capabilities for brand marketers
- Digital platform brands
- Digital native vertical brands
- Marketing to bicultural consumers
- Managing brand crises in the social media era

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Brand and/or Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9: Developing a Brand Equity Measurement and Management System | **New Example:** Domino’s Pizza  
**New Branding Brief:** How Taco Bell Uses Data-Driven Social Media Marketing to Engage Its Customers |
| 10: Measuring Sources of Brand Equity: Capturing Customer Mind-Set | **New Branding Briefs:** Gatorade’s Social Media Command Center; How P&G Innovates Using Qualitative Research Data; Netnography as a Digital Research Technique; Understanding Attribution Modeling |
| 11: Measuring Outcomes of Brand Equity: Capturing Market Performance | **New Brand Focus:** Financial Perspectives on Brands and the Brand Value Chain |
| 12: Designing and Implementing Brand Architecture Strategies | **New Examples:** GE, L.L.Bean, Philips, Toms Shoes  
**New Branding Briefs:** Google: Expanding Beyond Search; Netflix: Evolving a Brand Architecture to Grow the Brand  
**New Brand Focus:** Corporate Social Responsibility and Brand Strategy |
| 13: Introducing and Naming New Products and Brand Extensions | **New Examples:** Coke Zero  
**New Brand Focus:** Apple: Creating a Tech Megabrand |
| 14: Managing Brands Over Time | **New Examples:** Chobani, Febreze, JC Penney, Pabst, Volkswagen  
**New Branding Brief:** Patagonia  
**New Science of Branding:** Understanding Brand Crises |
| 15: Managing Brands Over Geographic Boundaries and Market Segments | **New Example:** Häagen-Dazs Global Brand, Levi Strauss, Nielsen’s Spectra Behaviorstages, Campbell’s Soup, Lenovo in China  
**New Branding Brief:** Marketing to Bicultural Consumers Using Bilingual Advertising |
| 16: Closing Observations | **New Section:** New Capabilities for Brand Marketers |
SOLVING TEACHING AND LEARNING CHALLENGES

The book is aimed at both students who are focusing on brand management as it relates to a career, and those students who are intellectually curious about the topic. The key challenges in teaching and learning surrounding this course can be framed as four questions that are posed by students:

1. How are these concepts relevant to the real world?
2. How do we know that this is true? Do we have any evidence that this phenomenon exists or is true?
3. How can the frameworks proposed here be useful to a practicing manager in decision-making?
4. How can the instructor ensure that students apply their critical-thinking skills in evaluating the frameworks in this book?

We have two features that address the real-world applicability of our chapters. These are in-text examples and Branding Briefs. In-text examples connect to key ideas in the section, and typically highlight a specific brand or an issue that a brand is facing.
Branding Briefs are slightly longer real-world case scenarios that provide a more in-depth look into a brand’s strategy, with a view toward enhancing students’ understanding regarding a particular topic by bringing key concepts to life.

Another frequently encountered question from students is as follows: How do we know that these brands have any effect on consumers? What is the evidence for this? To address this question, we have incorporated The Science of Branding. These sections appear throughout the textbook and highlight the latest academic research on a topic. We use jargon-free language to enhance the accessibility of the material to all types of audiences, e.g., academic, practitioner, and consultant. 
Each chapter contains a Brand Focus appendix that delves into detail on specific branding-related topics such as brand audits, private labels, legal issues, etc.

DEVELOPING EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Brand management is undergoing a transformation, and the chapters in this book have shone a spotlight on various aspects of brand management and the shifting roles of brand managers. Many of the skills that are needed to manage brands are also skills that are required in leadership roles within companies and organizations. We highlight a few of these critical skills needed in Chapter 16 of the book.

INSTRUCTOR TEACHING RESOURCES

This program comes with the following teaching resources.

Supplements available to instructors at www.pearsonhighered.com

Instructor’s Manual authored by Christy Ashley from The University of Rhode Island

Features of the Supplement

- Chapter-by-chapter summaries
- Examples and activities not in the main book
- Teaching outlines
- Teaching tips
- Solutions to all questions and problems in the book

PowerPoints

Slides include all the graphs, tables, and equations in the textbook. PowerPoints meet accessibility standards for students with disabilities. Features include, but are not limited to:

- Keyboard and screen reader access
- Alternative text for images
- High color contrast between background and foreground colors
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